Accelerate student outcomes
Students who completed 60 percent or more of their grade-level math practice on Khan Academy experienced 1.8 times their expected growth on their MAP Growth math assessment.1 Educators can monitor the impact with comprehensive analytics about usage and performance at the district, school, and student level.

Empower teachers and students
Use real-time data to adjust student goals and differentiate instruction. With personalized goals and support, students stay engaged and take more ownership of their learning.

Get started quickly
Rosters and MAP Growth scores are imported automatically, and learning pathways are generated based on the most up-to-date data so students can start learning right away.

Rely on a trusted team
Educators around the world trust NWEA and Khan Academy to deliver accurate assessment data and reliable instructional content. As not-for-profit organizations, NWEA and Khan Academy are on a mission to help students, teachers, and districts succeed.
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